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Introduction
In Volume 1 of this Study Guide to the compiled notebooks of Oscie Whatley, his work on establishing
better yellow daylilies came to national attention at the 1968 AHS Convention in St. Louis. None of the
convention-goers had asked about buying his plants until a trend-setting "Southern woman," as Oscie
recalled to me, gazed at his seedling Y-03 and asked loudly, "How much to you want for this daylily?"
Oscie thought a moment and replied, "How much do you think it's worth?" She said, "I'll give you fifty
dollars for a piece of that plant!" Oscie said, "Sold!" Nine onlookers then lined up to buy pieces of what
would be named JAKARTA and Oscie was instantly on the national scene as someone to reckon with.
JAKARTA was clearly a breakthrough because aside from vibrant color and plant balance, the flowers
were symmetrical. Symmetry was and remains a principal challenge in breeding large daylilies with full
forms. Oscie achieved this breakthrough with the help of a fellow hybridizer, Earl Rexroad, who spotted
a large cast-off seedling in the Wild Nursery fields and bought it for $1 for Oscie's use. Oscie crossed this
seedling with Doc Branch's SOLO, which he acquired from his local mentor Will Dill, a nurseryman who
had been breeding daylilies since 1934 and who was Doc Branch's partner in selecting the seedlings to
be named.
The records show how Oscie exploited JAKARTA and SOLO, combining them with EMERALD ISLE,
WINNING WAYS, CASHMERE, and a red seedling from Wild's to come up with his first nine registrations,
of which the first five quickly marched to the AHS Award of Merit.
Oscie, George and Jane Pettus, and Harold Harris were inspired by the “tetraploid revolution” ushered in
by Orville Fay and Robert Greisbach around 1960. The St. Louis hybridizers all began to learn how to
apply a bath of colchicine solution to germinating diploid seeds to induce a genetic mutation to
tetraploid. They also learned to apply colchicine solution to the crowns of potted single fan. Concurrent
with these Midwestern efforts, R.W. Munson in Florida abandoned his own diploid lines and devoted
himself to the same struggle to create his own lines of tetraploids. The mortality rate of seeds treated in
this way was 90%, so anyone trying this method had to begin with a lot of well-chosen seeds.
Oscie had already produced his first generation of tetraploid seeds when his diploid achievements came
to light at the 1968 AHS Convention.
Volume 2 traces his achievements with tetraploids, which he founded on his diploid lines.

Jim McKinney and Mac's Daylily Corner
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Jim McKinney is virtually unknown to me, except through the obituary that Louisiana hybridizer Clarence
Crochet wrote for The Daylily Journal in 1979.

McKinney may have met Oscie Whatley at the 1968 AHS Convention in St. Louis. Their friendship was
significant to Oscie, and McKinney's work infused the Whatley program in the decades to come. When
McKinney set up a mail order business, Mac's Daylily Corner became the introducer of Whatley
registrations. This was as important to Oscie as Will Dill had been to Doc Branch. Oscie was strapped

for space as he filled his garden with hundreds of his first tetraploid seedlings. His plants were much in
demand after 1968 and he had very little space to increase them and line them out. McKinney's
Louisiana location offered the advantage of faster multiplication of plant stock.
McKinney's involvement from 1972 to 1979 freed Oscie to concentrate his little spare time on thinking
about his hybridizing goals. Oscie recalled McKinney in a series of articles titled “The Art of Hybridizing”
in The Daylily Journal in 1989:
A dear departed friend of daylily lovers was Jim McKinney. He was frequently asked for his
opinion on a flowering seedling while visiting a fellow hybridizer's garden. With the skill of a
diplomat and in his easy southern drawl, he might reply, "I believe it's the best in your garden
today." Jim may have seemed slyly noncommittal, but I think he was sending a message that the
best in your garden today doesn't necessarily constitute introductive material.
Whenever I ask myself, "How could Oscie have heard about this daylily?" I remember what a networker
he was. Jim McKinney is a prime example of a priceless information source. When I knew Oscie, he was
constantly in touch with hybridizers all over the country in his search for the best.

1970
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There are two kinds of 1970 seedlings, "Induced" seeds from diploid crosses and "Tet Seedlings" from
crossing his early tets with tet parents.

The Induced page lists 35 induced tet seedlings from treated seeds blooming in 1970. Only 10 of the
numbers contain data. The 300 series is used here, possibly to distinguish induced seedlings from
seedlings created by pollination. There a clear question of interpretation on this page: is "03" different
from JAKARTA or the same thing? Unless I find contradictory evidence, I'm treating them as
interchangeable. Oscie seems more comfortable in all these lists with seedling numbers than their
registered names.
Seedling 320, a yellow, is from “JAK x HORT,” which would be JAKARTA X Stout Medal winner
HORTENSIA. In a different ink, and possibly much later, he has written the word, “ETZKORN” above the
entry, meaning he has registered this product of his own best yellow and the best yellow of Doc Branch.
320

ETZKORN (1973) Induced JAKARTA X HORTENSIA
Registration data: 6.5, 25, Dor, Mid, Ext, greenish yellow self of heavy substance. Ample
branching and 20 buds. "Close ruffled petals and sepals; good breeder." Oscie did not indicate

who would introduce ETZKORN to commerce.

Also named in this list is Rudolph’s CORAL LACE (1967) and “SW”, which might have been David Hall’s
SOFT WHISPER.
Pictured below are 302 and 312, the only 300 series pictures.

The companion pages for 1970 list the 48 second generation Tet crosses, using the 400 series for that
year, with some numbers in the list lacking data. Oscie’s T-1 is used most often. The only outcross on
the list is “M.T.,” which is probably MOON TEMPLE (Orville Fay, 1967) HM 73. There’s a “Moon T.” in a
later list of seeds planted in 1972, which may rule out MARY TODD as the “MT” daylily. On the other
hand, they are abbreviated differently. There is no "Mary T" in the notebook to make this distinction
stick, but it is possible he used the future Stout Medal winner, MARY TOOD (Orville Fay, 1967) first, then
later used MOON TEMPLE.

The 400 series yielded one registration:
407

JUTLAND (1972) T1 X T20
Registration sheet says it’s a large rose pink, 6.5 x 30, with ample branching and 35 buds. Oscie
wrote the ad copy for Jim McKinney in 1972: "Large bright rose pink with wide midrib. The 6 1/2
inch blooms, 2 7/8 inch petals, have a very full form with over 35 buds on a well-branched 30"
scape. A bold well proportioned hem that has shown well as a garden plant and as a parent for
pinks. Its background of breeding includes well known diploids such as Chetco, Shooting Star,
and Master Touch. Pollen is fertile but needs to be established for setting seed pods."

Slides of unregistered seedlings in the 400 series:
402
415

430

At the end of 1970 the future MALAYSIA received a Junior Citation award.

1971
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The pages of 1971 material continue the use of a double numbering system, one set of numbers for
induced seeds from diploid crosses and another set for the products of tetraploid crosses.

This is the only page listing the 500 series. No 502 is a cross of JAKARTA X CRYSTAL SUNSHINE (Brother
Charles Reckamp, 1966). One of his saved slides is marked "71-Y-505." He either didn't write additional
numbers on this page or he made a mistake on the slide when he meant "502." That is more likely than
neglecting to update the page.
No 505 [probably 502] is the only picture available:

The 600 series is noted as "3rd generation" tet seedlings. The only non-Whatley parents in the list of 31
are Wild's CASHMERE, Pettus seedling “A” and “LC,” which is apparently Fay’s LADY CYNTHIA.

Between 615 and 616 he has written 1st generation tet numbers 52 and 53, CASHMERE X JAKARTA (03).
These numbers were assigned to induced seedlings in 1968. I don't know what this means.
Here are the remaining slides of his unregistered 600 series seedlings:
605

609

610

617

1971 Maps
There are two sets of seedling maps dated 1971. One is in red pen and is headed "1971 seedlings." The
other is in ball point pen and says "1971 Bloom." The numeral 1 in 71 is written in dark black pen to
overwrite numeral 0. This tells me it is a record of his work in 1970, mapped in 1971 when he planted
the seedlings. It is possible that the red-ink map headed "1971" was written a year later. As it comes
before the blue pen list in the backward-organized notebook chronology, the red ink list was probably
made in 1972 and will be treated as a 1972 map.

Mapping in 1971 is straightforward and suggests a strip of planting area that is about three feet across,
averaging 9 plants in a row. Diploid crosses are the rare exception, and there are very few outcrosses.
He considered T-213 the best seedling in his 200 series. I doubt there is any reason for omitting the "T-"
prefix on 249 and 235 on this page. He is using his tetraploid seedlings with each other and is
meticulous about marking diploids and an intention to treat the results of some crosses. I don't know
why there are asterisks in the margin or the word "NOTE." Most likely the best seedlings are in those
places.
Decoding:
SP
JAK x PW
(Treat)
ENV
J.S. x D-20(T)
JAK x C.S.
BBA
Cash(T)

SHELL PINK (Orville Fay, 1968) HM 73
JAKARTA X PRAIRIE WARRIOR (James Marsh, 1967) HM 71. Perhaps trying for a sequel
to BUDDHA
Reminder to treat these plants and convert to Tetraploid?
ENVOY (Brother Charles Reckamp, 1966)
I think Tet. JENNY SUE (Hall) X Tet CHARBONIER
JAKARTA X CRYSTAL SUNSHINE (Brother Charles Reckamp, 1966)
BONNIE BARBARA ALLEN (Virginia Peck, 1967) AM 72
Tet CASHMERE (Wild, 1963) AM 70. Oscie has learned to make plant conversions.

Buddy
WW
JAK x P.L.

BUDDY (Claar-Parry, 1967) AM 68 diploid.
WINNING WAYS (Wild, 1963) Stout Medal 74
JAKARTA X PINK LOVE (Laura Pearl Hancock, 1961)?

When the map shifts to the South Bed, the strip available is narrow, room for squeezing in three plants,
four at the most, usually two. I think it's less than a foot wide.
LC
B Cu

BC

LADY CYNTHIA (Orville Fay,
There is no such tet daylily before 1971. In the diploids between 1963 and 1971 there
are BLACK CURLS (Robert Curtis, 1966) a dark purple 3" evergreen, BLONDE CURLS
(Dolly Wheeler, 1963) a 4" pale yellow evergreen, and BUTTER CURLS (Brother Charles
Reckamp, 1966) a 4" dormant cream yellow. For BUTTER CURLS to make sense, it would
have had to be converted, but Oscie's notation doesn't include (T) next to B Cu, and
there's no mistaking what he wrote in this place. I think this is Fay’s BRIGHT COPPER.
Fay's BRIGHT COPPER with less space on the line.

Oscie's daylilies were cited in a tour garden review following the 1971 AHS Convention.

1972
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The pages of 1972 selects come first in "Notebook One," as I call it. He generally kept the most recent
pages on top. The numbering method remains the same: If 1971 selects were a 600 series, the 1972
selects are an 800 series.
There are 50 selections for 1972, and most of the parent plants are Oscie's numbered seedlings.
S. Silk
P.P.

Fair I
LC

SATIN SILK (Virginia Peck, 1968) HM 71
PERENNIAL PLEASURE (Julia Hardy, 1968) AM 73 PP has a double dose of HORTENSIA
and looks like a Whatley yellow. Selection 818 is a diploid cross of JAKARTA (03) X
PERENNIAL PLEASURE. This cross yields the future CARONDELET.
FAIR ISABEL (Virginia Peck, 1967) HM 71
LADY CYNTHIA (Orville Fay, 1966)

The list above is guesswork, as Oscie made no key to remind himself.

To the left of each selection number is an alphabetical reminder of the color or pattern. Y=Yellow, Ro
could mean Rose or Red orange, PR could mean Pink rose. These reminders were important in checking
the slide scans in 2017 to determine whether he made a mistake in labeling a slide. Asterisks are
reminders. The alphabetical descriptors are not what is essential to the ID of a seedling. Only the
number matters.

The 800 series yielded the following Whatley registrations:
818

CARONDELET (1973) JAKARTA X PERENNIAL PLEASURE

HM 1976

The AHS database says: Carondelet (Whatley, 1973) height 21 in. (53 cm), bloom 5 in. (13 cm),
season M, Dormant, Diploid. Greenish yellow self with green throat. (Jakarta × Perennial
Pleasure)
Oscie wrote on the registration form: "Very round, flat flowers with ruffles on all segments.
Opens well." Carondelet is a place name in St. Louis. McKinney would release CARONDELET in
1975.

842

MAJA (1973) seedling X seedling.
The AHS database says: Maja (Whatley, 1973) height 30 in. (76 cm), bloom 6.5 in. (17 cm),
season MLa, Semi-Evergreen, Tetraploid. Light yellow self.
The parents are all Whatley. Oscie wrote, "Petals are fringed, lace-like serration. Opens well
under most conditions." MAJA was scheduled for release by Jim McKinney in 1975.

848

MALIHINI (1975) seedling X seedling

HM 1978

The AHS database says: Malihini (Whatley, 1975) height 26 in. (66 cm), bloom 6 in. (15 cm),
season MLa, Semi-Evergreen, Tetraploid. Yellow blend with green throat.

Oscie wrote, "Petal edges are very crinkled and edge holds color while center portion fades."
Slated for release by Jim McKinney in 1976.

Slides of unregistered seedlings in the 800 series:
802
809

811

815

830

828

The 1972 seedling map, probably written in 1973, shows a tight situation in which there are no more
than six plants to a row. The row was probably two feet wide. Most of the parents are Whatley
numbered seedlings with very few outcross parents. There's a seedling from Virginia Peck, too. In row
22 next to pollen parent "20" there's a tiny underlined ALB, which I suspect means "Al LeBegue" thinks
well of this one." This is T20, presumably out of MASTER TOUCH (David Hall, 1964) AM 74, pink with a
tangerine throat. It's one of Oscie's most-used pollens from that first generation.

Jim McKinney first announced his business in 1972 with this advertisement in The Hemerocallis Journal.
The prose descriptions sound like the relaxed and precise writing of Oscie Whatley. The ads document
Oscie's participation in daylily shows.

1973
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Auditing a Notebook
A question came up in studying the list of 1973 selects that prompted an audit of all the selects to
confirm that such crosses are in the bed maps for 1973, a very confusing matter in itself. I assumed that
any selection made in 1973 had to appear in the bed maps for 1973. The two pages of selects are
written in two or three different pens and a pencil. The chronology of the bed maps confused Oscie
when he tried to make sense of them.
All the selections except the first four were confirmed by checking the bed maps. There is no example
of CAPTIVA or its abbreviation in the bed map, as it is, and the only cross of 219 as a pod parent is the
confirmed selection of 219 X 320 farther down the list. The only example of 402 as a pod parent is in
402 X 222 farther down the list.
Oscie would not have invented this data about the first four selections. It is safe to conclude that there's
a missing page or half-page of the map or maps of Bloom in 1973

Oscie numbered 29 selections in his 1000 series.

Oscie named two of these:
1001

MASADA (1974) seedling 402 X CAPTIVA (George Pettus, 1972)

HM, 1985

The AHS database says: Masada (Whatley, 1974) height 28 in. (71 cm), bloom 6 in. (15 cm),
season EM, Dormant, Tetraploid. Light rose pink self with green throat. (sdlg × Captiva)
You can see some guesswork at the top of the page. Apparently, there is a missing section of
the bed map for 1973, so the involvement of 402, 219, or CAPTIVA can't be confirmed from the
map. Was the garden label definitive or did Oscie's experience tell him something else must be
true? He guessed that 402 was the pod parent and not 219. 402 was a product of T1 x T2 and
was marked "keep" in the notebook. It's one of the few slides he saved from that era. When
Oscie registered MASADA, he gave 402 as the pod parent, even though it was a guess. This kind
of guessing is a part of handling seeds; mix-ups and errors happen. When you don't believe
when the writing says, you have to let the plant talk to you. Just look at the slide of 402 below
and it's hard to doubt Oscie Whatley.

MASADA

1008

seedling 402

CHARVEL (1974) seedling X 320 [ETZKORN]
The AHS database says: Charvel (Whatley, 1974) height 32 in. (81 cm), bloom 6 in. (15 cm),
season EM, Dormant, Tetraploid. Greenish yellow self with green throat. (sdlg × Etzkorn)
Oscie’s registration form says this flower is a "Tet of HORTENSIA form and similar color." In
other words, the look of the grandparent of this seedling jumped to the foreground!

These charts, written on both sides of the same page, are a rarity in the notebooks. There are so few of
them that I'll include them all in this study guide.

The CHARVEL page requires unraveling of Oscie’s intent. It’s pretty clear that he intended to move the
seedling number 1008 down to the description of a 6” flower with a 32” scape. The AHS registration
database proves that he also applied the name CHARVEL to the description on the bottom of the page. I
suppose that initially he thought he would register the larger of two greenish yellow seedlings, but later
preferred the better overall daylily. Both candidates had branching and a bud count of 20, so one might
reasonably guess that overall clump impression or plant vigor were deciding factors.

1973 Maps
There are two sets of maps in different pens. On each map, Oscie has heavily overwritten the year at
the top of the page. The maps chart different sections of the same "West Bed," with a spruce tree
dividing the areas. I will refer to a "blue pen" map and a "red pen" map. The blue pen map apparently
said "1971 seedlings, 1974 Bloom." It looks like Oscie heavily overwrote the 1 in 1971 to make it read
1972, and he overwrote the 4 in 1974 to make it read 1973. The red pen map apparently began with
"1972 seedlings, 1974 Bloom." He heavily overwrote the 2 with a 1 to make 1971 seedlings, and he
overwrote the 4 with a 3 to make 1973 Bloom. He may have written these corrections several years
later to sort out some confusion, but I remain befogged. I also think a page is missing.

We'll take him at his word: "Bloom" means the seedlings are in bloom in 1973. The blue pen map says
"1972 Seedlings," and there are no 500 or 600 series numbers on the map. The 2 in 1972 is possibly
overwritten a second time with a 1. The 400 series was numbered in 1970 as second-generation tets. I
suspect he made the blue pen crosses in 1970. He could have made the crosses in 1971, but if he did,
it's curious there are no 600 series selections in the list. I think the blue pen map is 1970 work planted
in 1971 and in the final year of bloom in 1973.
The red pen map says "1971" seedlings, and there are 600 series seedlings in the list, so the crosses
could not have been made before 1971. This is work he did in 1971 and planted in 1972. These
seedlings are in their first year of bloom.

1973 Miscellany
Oscie saved pagers on assorted other subjects at this point in his first notebook. At the end of the red
ink map, you'll find two pages listing "Established clumps in 1973." Aside from seedlings, he lists several
cultivars of interest because they haven't appeared previously as parent plants:
AZTEC AUTUMN (RW Munson, 1969) HM 71, child of Fay's KATHLEEN ELSIE RANDALL
MAGIC WAND (Brother Charles Reckamp, 1968) HM 71

LC X 33 (why not assigned a number?) LADY CYNTHIA kid
Pink on Hill
JOHNNY WARD (Orville Fay, 1972) HM 74 Red self
Just ahead of the 1973 selection numbers there is a jumble of pages that date from as late as 1976,
including notes on garden visits and plants sent to Jim McKinney in 1973. There are various experiments
with different brands of slide film from this era. I plan to mention these later in the timeline.
Jim McKinney's advertisement in 1973 includes copy written by Oscie, in which he mentions the use of
diploids that don't appear anywhere in the notebooks: CHETCO (Ezra Kraus, 1956) AM 61 Chinese
yellow self, SHOOTING STAR (David Hall, 1951) AM 59, yellow self and MASTER TOUCH (David Hall,
1964) AM 74, a pink with a tangerine throat. I suspect some notebook pages were lost.
McKinney's ad shows that he is handling introductions of George and Jane Pettus and Harold Harris as
well as Oscie Whatley.

The first mention of McKinney in the notebooks dates from the fall of 1973.

Some of the guesswork outcross parents can be cross-checked once in a while, as in this pair of
notebook pages. The longer list is on the reverse side of the dark pencil list. I think the numbers on the
pencil list represent the number of plants in a shipment in 1973. The date is given away by the name
JUTLAND, registered in 1972, and the number 842 (MAJA), not registered until the end of 1973. There
are two plants of 824, which was not registered, one (unneeded) plant of Irma Searles's WILL DILL, seven
plants of JUTLAND for propagation and sale, one plant of 848 (the future MALIHINI), one of 842 (the
future MAJA), and 2 plants of 810, which was not registered.
The longer list is so rich in coding that we'll have to send it to the National Security Agency to see if they
can decipher it. I see three or four writing instruments, three colors, several rethinkings, checks and
chicken pox. I hope Oscie was amused by the final look of this page! Are the numbers on the right a fan
count? I see outcross parents DOUGLAS DALE, PERENNIAL PLEASURE, J.L. Schoonover's SOL MANNONI
(perhaps a deacquisition of a Region 11 plant he never used), CORNWALL, SHELL PINK, and UPROAR.

1974
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The 1974 selects include one of the most influential yellow tetraploids of Oscie's era. There are 42
selections in all, and the 1200 number series supplants the 1000 series from 1973. The notations take
on a markedly increased richness of detail and challenge the dimensions of the little pages.

Out of curiosity, I decided to decode all the selections as well as the entire bed map for 1974. It will
suffice to show the decoding of the selects in this much detail. We're looking at how Oscie went about
LINE BREEDING. He emphasized the use of unique material (his own induced tetraploids) and the
recombination of genes from the same ancestors.
20

T20, one of Oscie's favorite pink breeders from his first generation of induced tets.
Possibly, it's out of David Hall's MASTER TOUCH, which won the AM award in 1974.

815

434 x 107. 434 is out of T-1 x T-10 and is a pink melon. 107 is rose.

809

228 x 100. 228 is T1 x Tet. LAVENDER FLIGHT. 100 is lavender.

100

lavender blue

830

431 X BELLERIVE. 431 is T1 x T10

302

No parents given

605

222 [CALAVERA]

815

434 x 107. 434 is out of T-1 x T-10 and is a pink melon. 107 is rose.

X 100 lav blue

This list provides an excellent view of the disciplined line breeding coming out of JAKARTA and its
induced tetraploid offspring. ETZKORN represents the union of the best yellows available at the time.
The 1200 series yielded the following Whatley registrations:
1210

MOLOKAI ( 1976) seedling 312 X ETZKORN

AM 1984

The AHS database says: Molokai (Whatley, 1976) height 27 in. (69 cm), bloom 6.5 in. (17 cm),
season M, Dormant, Tetraploid. Yellow self with green throat. (sdlg × Etzkorn)
Oscie’s Registration form indicates this was a ruffled and diamond-dusted yellow with 15 buds.
He originally intended to name it HILO but struck that out and wrote MOLOKAI. Oscie made no
comments on the form.

1214

KANANI (1976) seedling 312 X ETZKORN
The AHS database says: Kanani (Whatley, 1976) height 23 in. (58 cm), bloom 6.5 in. (17 cm),
season M, Dormant, Tetraploid. Medium yellow self with green throat. (sdlg × Etzkorn)
Oscie’s registration form indicates a ruffled yellow, with "flat round form, wide ruffles, very
showy." Oscie originally wrote the name LUANA, but scratched that out and wrote KANANI.
Introduction by Jim McKinney.

1220

LAHAINA (1976) (ETZKORN x Unknown) X (seedling x BELLERIVE)

HM 1980

The AHS database says: Lahaina (Whatley, 1976) height 26 in. (66 cm), bloom 6 in. (15 cm),
season M, Dormant, Tetraploid. Light yellow self with green throat.

Oscie’s registration form says, “Ruffled yellow, 6 x 26" with 16 buds. Clear light yellow with good
ruffling. Flower is round form and flat. Foliage is very clean and healthy."

In 1998 when I was writing an article about Oscie, Patrick Stamile told me that LAHAINA was a
breakthrough for anyone breeding yellow tets, and that without it his own achievements in that
color wouldn't have come into existence. LAHAINA is behind ten other Whatley registrations
and 42 registrations by other hybridizers.

There are very few genealogical charts in the Whatley notebooks. One for LAHAINA is tucked in toward
the back of Notebook One with miscellaneous material from the mid-70s.

Oscie saved only one slide of the 1200 series seedlings, No 1219 from 52 x ?:

1974 Maps
I decoded every cross in the 1974 maps to see the extent of Oscie's line breeding and incrossing. There
are PDFs of each transcription online with the compilation of the notebooks.

McKinney's 1974 ad features the "voice" of Oscie Whatley.

1975
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The writing is his clearest, but the pages were written apparently in 1976. He overwrote the 6 with a 5,
leaving another puzzle. If this crop is in bloom, and the highest seedling parent is in the 1000 series,
then he made these crosses in 1973, planted them in 1974, and saw them bloom for the first time in
1975. There is a single plant in row 16, no ID.
He's concentrating on five of his yellow "futures" in this crop: ETZKORN, MAJA, MASADA, CHARVEL, and
MALIHINI. When he made the crosses in 1973, they weren't registered yet.
There's something special in row 11, with the underline and five-pointed star. It's a cross of two futures:
MAJA X CHARVEL.

1975 Selections
Oh-oh, there's an outcross parent at 1413 that isn't in the map of crosses. OL can only be Julia Hardy's
yellow OLIVE LANGDON (1971) HM 75. It's a melon yellow (yellow with pink infusion), so it could be
crossed with red DOUGLAS DALE. Is this the lone plant in row 16, from a seed or small number of seeds
someone gave Oscie? Or is it a young seedling someone (McKinney? Pettus? Harris? Peck? Fay?) gave

him? There's no possibility of a missing page in the map and no possibility that he made this up. It's just
one of those hybridizer puzzles.
He did make one selection from that underlined and starred cross of MAJA X CHARVEL. It's 1428, yellow
with an edge. Nothing was selected from the induced JAKARTA X AMAZING GRACE cross, and nothing in
this list of selections went on to be registered. He saved only one slide from the 1400s, 1420:

If you click the link for "1975 Crosses at Mac's" on the Compilation, you'll see a short list of what may be
surplus seeds Oscie sent to McKinney to grow. The numbers on the left margin suggest, however, that
this is a list of seedling plants. Y-1008 is actually CHARVEL, and B-848 is going to be MALIHINI.
Also in this shipment, perhaps protected in dry ice, is pollen from two excellent Edna Spalding daylilies,
ROSETTE and THOMAS LEE, and Oscie's ETZKORN, one of the best yellow tets until LAHAINA came out.
McKinney's 1975 ad continues with Oscie's own writing.

I think of Oscie primarily as a telephone networker. I knew him in his last ten years of retirement. I
know, too, that he read daylily catalogues, but I've overlooked a major tool in networking, The
Hemerocallis Journal. I'd forgotten the wealth of information contained in the excerpts from the
circulating letters called "robins." When AHS set up an email robin in 1995, Oscie was not yet a
computer-owner, but after 2000 he was a reader of that robin, too.
This comes to mind because of a mysterious outcross abbreviation "B.S." a couple of years ahead of
where we are now in the notebooks. I found a likely answer when I was searching the Journal archives
in 1975 for any mention of the Hawaiian hybridizer, Ted Okubo, who became Oscie's friend and who
exchanged seedlings with him. I don't know when or how Oscie met Okubo, but I am sure he saw this
clipping from the robin excerpts at the end of 1975:

It's still conjecture to say B.S. in Oscie's notebook is BETH STANDARD, but I like that solution!
It might have been 1975 when Oscie built a balsa wood glider with his 9-year-old son, David, who shared
this memory at Oscie's funeral in 2005: "The work was meticulous. Every piece had to fit perfectly
before applying glue and then the paper skin of the plane." On the day they launched it, the plane
soared beautifully, and the man and boy were thrilled with the sight of it. It circled and spiraled and
came lower and lower as it lost energy, and then it crashed into a house and shattered. The boy was
stunned. Oscie said to him, “Sometimes you only get one flight; better hope it’s a good one.”

1976
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All the notebooks are jammed to capacity and all are the same size except the slightly larger sixth one.
There is some overlap of years between the first two notebooks. I think he had too many pages as he
filled the second notebook, so he moved some from the middle 1970s in Notebook Two into the "filing
cabinet" I've called Notebook One. The purpose of some pages is uncertain; dating is uncertain; but
they form part of the story, so before we move into the maps and selects for 1976, we'll look over
Oscie's shoulder as he visits gardens and tries all varieties of slide film.
In the Compilation, if you click on the link to "1976 Misc Notes" you'll be at the top of these pages and
can scroll down.

Both of these pages date from 1976. On the left, 1820 is Oscie's 1800 series assigned in 1976. In that
number, the 75 may mean it's another selection from the 1975 planting. A number in that position is
not definitive of the seedling, nor is the color descriptor. These could change, depending on memory or
inclination. Only the number on the right distinguishes one select from another. The notes in pencil
may be a tally for a daylily order from someone, although I don't know if Oscie was buying or selling a
plant of HAZEL MONETTE, and there's no indication that this is a wish list for plants from Jim McKinney.
I suspect someone has recommended Spalding's THOMAS LEE, or he wants to convert it. The blue ink
notes seem to be reminders of seedlings he considered for a Junior Citation vote at Harold Harris's
garden.
The Junior Citation award was intended to give recognition to exceptionally fine and distinctive
seedlings. The award didn't carry any clout, as the Honorable Mention or Award of Merit did, but it was
seen as marketing gold by hybridizers. Oscie had served as the AHS Regional Vice President in 1968 and
had appointed regional Garden Judges as part of his responsibilities. The notes in 1976 are the first
evidence that he himself had been appointed a Garden Judge, though he may have served in that role
much earlier.
The next page confirms that Oscie made the rounds of fellow hybridizers in 1976.

"Al" is Alvin LeBegue and "Pettus" is George and Jane Pettus.
Within Notebook One, these Garden Judge notes bracket the page of "1975 Seedlings at McKinney." I've
put the Garden Judge pages together in this study guide. On the right above there's a JC vote for Harold
Harris's DARIUS. The dating of the page on the left, below, is uncertain. It's in the same black pen he
used to vote a JC at the Pettus garden. In this case, he seems to indicate a JC for McKinney seedling CR11-72, perhaps a guest plant. McKinney registered DBR-11-72 in 1975 as KID DYNAMITE, a red double,
and I suspect this is the same daylily. CHIC. BABE is McKinney's CHICKIE BABE (1969) HM 73, a deep rose
diploid. Two Irma Searles seedlings are noted, and Harris's NERIAH (1973) an induced tet from SOLO X
WINNING WAYS.

The pages of notes on photography show he experimented with Kodachrome 25, Fujichrome, and
Agfachrome to see which rendered colors most realistically. His oldest slides, which faded badly, seem
to have been taken with Ektachrome. Kodachrome slides lasted for decades. Fujichrome was a
potential risk, as it used the same E-6 development chemistry as Ektachrome.
The 1976 maps are exceptionally clear. I think he is continuing to cross pink with red, as in MASADA X
Virginia Peck's SING HOLLY (if that's what it is) in row 1.
Other outcross parents are George Pettus's CAPTIVA, Peck's BARBAROSSA and HUDSON VALLEY, Brother
Charles Reckamp's COMMANDMENT, and either of Van Sellers's award-winning near white diploids,
IRON GATE ICEBERG or IRON GATE GLACIER, along with Mary Lester's MAGIC TOY as foils for his prize
Edna Spalding reject seedling known variously as ESV or SV. I assume it's the diploid he's crossing here
as he doesn't indicate it's a tetraploid cross. At the bottom of the map is O #1, a seedling trade with
Hawaiian hybridizer, Ted Okubo, who registered a seedling Oscie sent to him.
The seedling numbers for ETZKORN, MASADA, and CHARVEL are in this list, but for the most part, these
seedlings are from parents that never made it to registration.

For a second year, there were no registrations in a group of 27 selects. The list provides a solution to a
"diploid/tetraploid" puzzle on the map. Note the use of 1500 numbers within a 1600 series. These
denote diploid parents. 1511 is a diploid lavender, probably from an attempt to induce a batch of seeds
from the Spalding Violet crossed with IRON GATE ICEBERG or IRON GATE GLACIER. 1512 and 1518 are
noted as Induced Tetraploids from that cross. But none were of registration quality.
1511

1511

1518

Oscie was smitten with the look of 1511 and kept it in his garden through 1989, when the mass picture
was taken. He wrote on the slide mount, "Why do I like this so much?"

Jim McKinney's advertisement in 1976 includes the release of MALIHINI, with a voice of salesmanship
that is unlike the Whatley prose style.

I wonder if the clipping below, from The Hemerocallis Journal In 1976, is a reference to seedling 848 in
the 1973 list of plants for McKinney. That seedling became MALIHINI, and it fits the description.

1977
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The map of 1977 bloom shows the continuing focus on crossing and re-crossing his own lines while using
few outcross parents. The writing is very clear, but there are questions, nonetheless. Is JAK a tet
conversion of JAKARTA? I think it has to be, except at the end of the bed.

You can see Oscie's apparently random planting method: the same cross may appear in several positions
in the bed. The seeds are not consolidated, yet there does seem to be some inclination to group the
same pod parents together, at least at the beginning of planting. He may have planted the seeds that
way and then changed his plan. At the beginning of Row 29 there are 4 unidentified plants with "NO
TAG." There is a concentration of diploid crosses at the end of the planting and nowhere else. The last
page of his map is shown above on the right. "DOT" to the left of row 80 indicates a cross Dorothy
Whatley made or that Oscie made at her request. "Ko" on the left of row 82 is probably a reference to
"Ok," Ted Okubo in Hawaii, whose seedling 18A (I believe) is crossed with EDNA SPALDING MEMORIAL.
There's also interesting evidence that he saved more than one seedling under the same number. 1011B
is the mate of 1011[A], both too good to pass up. Then happens sometimes after numbers have been
assigned, at the end of the season with numbered plants are moved. There's a smidgeon of doubt about
which seedling is the numbered one, so you take two.
Decoding:
FO

Favorite One (Paul Kennon, 1971) EV light pink, in list of slides

LAV
A diploid lavender, possibly kept because Dorothy Whatley liked it; not numbered
18A
Likely a Ted Okubo seedling
ESM
MacMillan's EDNA SPALDING MEMORIAL?
NO TAG
I wonder if it's a cross involving: Tet. Hope Diamond (W.B. MacMillan, 1968) AM 1974.
It’s likely he converted Hope Diamond, even though there is no mention of it in the maps or records
until, out of the blue, he names it and LAHAINA in the parentage of TUSCAN in 1988.

Oscie's registered four of these selects:
1820

YARD MASTER (1981) LAHAINA X Tet. JAKARTA (Registration form missing)

HM 84

The AHS database says: Yard Master (Whatley, 1981) height 28 in. (71 cm), bloom 6.5 in. (17
cm), season M, Rebloom, Dormant, Tetraploid, Fragrant. Medium yellow self with green throat.
(Lahaina × Tet. Jakarta)

1823

POTOSI (1982) Seedling 826 (ETZKORN x ?) X Tet. JAKARTA

HM 87

The AHS database says: Potosi (Whatley, 1982) height 30 in. (76 cm), bloom 6 in. (15 cm), season
M, Dormant, Tetraploid. Deep gold with green throat. (sdlg × Tet. Jakarta)
Oscie’s registration form says, "Color is exceptional in rich gold. Very bright. Flat form."
Introduced by John Allgood in 1983.

1825

CHUCALISSA (1981) DOUGLAS DALE X Tet. JAKARTA
The AHS database says: Chucalissa (Whatley, 1981) height 27 in. (69 cm), bloom 6 in. (15 cm),
season M, Rebloom, Dormant, Tetraploid. Dark red self with yellow green throat. (Douglas Dale
× Tet. Jakarta) [Oscie’s registration form was lost.]

1826

CUIVRE RIVER (1984) sibling of LAHAINA X Tet. JAKARTA

HM 91

The AHS database says: Cuivre River (Whatley, 1984) height 28 in. (71 cm), bloom 6.5 in. (17
cm), season MLa, Dormant, Tetraploid. Lemon yellow self with very green throat. (sdlg × Tet.
Jakarta)

Oscie’s registration form says: "Very clear lemon color and heavy ruffling. Very good opener."
Introduced by John Allgood, 1984.

1978
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The Parents of YUMA
In 1978 Oscie selected a plant that would be very influential in breeding for toothy edges. The cross is
underlined on his seedling map, row 20. MAJA is his "lacey" selection from 1972. Its parents are (T-1 x
33) X (T-10). Seedling 1214 is the future KANANI, whose parents are (412 [T-1 x T-22] X ETZKORN). The
selection from this cross on row 20 will be named YUMA. When I interviewed Oscie in 1998 I asked him
about YUMA, and he told me fringe wasn't new; he had worked Fay's GOLDEN SURREY into his ETZKORN
line and several generations later selected YUMA. There are too many gaps and puzzles in the
notebooks to confirm Oscie's memory. GOLDEN SURREY can’t be found in the notebooks. The identity
problem of YUMA was later compounded, as Oscie recalled in the interview.
“The first year it bloomed, I moved it into one of these other beds,” he said, “and forgot about
it. It wasn’t truly special on its maiden bloom. The next year when it bloomed I saw how
distinctive it was; but the tag was gone! I wondered if it was a guest plant from one of my
friends, so I asked everyone who’d sent me a guest and they all said it wasn’t anything of theirs.
YUMA had fringe, teeth, strong bronzing; it was the first polychrome fringed daylily, and pod
fertile, too.”

Oscie is following the same procedure of intercrossing his most promising yellows, lavenders, rose pinks
and reds. By this time in his career, the decoding problems are tougher because he doesn't always note
the use of converted plants with a (T) prefix.
I can’t guess who hybridized 33A and 33B. Oscie wrote (HD) next to one entry of 33A, but that is no
help. If it’s Moldovan’s HIDDEN DREAM (1973) what’s the number about?
Rows 54 and 55 contain explicit (T) prefixes on new conversions of HAZEL MONETTE, LITTLE INFANT, and
CHARBONIER. "FO x TL" in Row 55 involves FAVORITE ONE and Spalding’s THOMAS LEE. "Ted's seed" in
the last row is Ted Okubo.
There are difficulties reconciling the list of selects with the map of the seedlings. Seven of the selects
can't be found on the map, which appears to be complete except for a couple of blank spots. The
number of plants in each row is puzzling: it varies from 3 to 13. I wonder if Oscie overlooked some plant
labels when he mapped the bed.

1219 X 1405

missing

605 X 1508

missing

1006 X 1214

missing

815 X 1518
missing
map shows 815 X 1615
MIX

missing

1511 X LI

missing

248 X YES MEM
missing
He had Yesterday Memories and
converted it at some point, but
I wonder if he meant LI when he
wrote YES MEM.

It may seem a puzzle that 2020 and 2021 are diploids. In the world of conversions, the results
sometimes are diploids. No 1511 is a diploid that Oscie later treated as a plant to get a tetraploid
version. No 248 is a diploid within the second generation of induced tetraploids. It didn’t induce.
There was only one registration in this seedling crop, but it became legendary.
2025

YUMA (1979) MAJA X KANANI

HM 83

The AHS database says: Yuma (Whatley, 1979) height 25 in. (64 cm), bloom 6 in. (15 cm), season
MLa, Dormant, Tetraploid. Yellow rose blend with yellow throat. (Maja × Kanani)
Oscie noted on the registration form that he would introduce it himself. Jim McKinney had died
in 1979 and Oscie had not yet set up a marketing arrangement with John Mason Allgood in
North Carolina. Oscie said, "The petals are serrated approx ½" from edge forming hooks and

knobs more than previously known to this hybridizer."

YUMA was ahead of its time. The toothy edge was not the first ever seen on a daylily, but it
caught the attention of many hybridizers and is currently listed in the ancestry of 76 other
daylily registrations into the twenty-first century. Oscie's JUMBLE EDGE (1993) is a YUMA kid.
Advertisement and National Convention Report in The Hemerocallis Journal, 1978.

In Hawaii, Ted Okubo welcomed a fellow Hawaiian to AHS membership:

76-5A HIROSHI TAGAMI (Whatley-Okubo, 1978)
The AHS database says: Hiroshi Tagami (Whatley-Okubo, 1978) height 25 in. (64 cm), bloom 5 in.
(13 cm), season EM, Evergreen, Diploid. Violet with darker veining and white midribs with green
throat. ((sdlg × Prairie Blue Eyes) × Little Infant)
Anna Rosa Glidden wrote a note about Okubo and Tagami in the Region 6 Newsletter, Volume 4, 1979:

1979
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What happened? There’s a six-page map in 1978 and only a four-page map in 1979. There are only 318
seedlings in this crop! I think Oscie has saved so many seedlings that his gardening space is fast closing
up. Through all his years of celebrity he did not let his hobby encroach on the beautiful expanse of back
yard or squeeze out variety of plant material. He has held on to a few seedlings from his initial induction
of tetraploids in 1968. Seedling 100 dates from 1969 and is his foundation plant for blue lavenders with
green throats.
Oscie has made it clear that Ken Durio's MY BELLE (1973) is a tet conversion, and one can assume "MB"
is Tet. MY BELLE everywhere on the page. There's a set of diploid crosses clearly marked as such in rows
6 and 7, where a Ted Okubo white seedling is probably Oscie's 1842 from Okubo seed. There's also a
white seedling from Al [LeBegue]. Both are paired with "SY," which can be decoded as a "Spalding [pale
cream] Yellow that Harold Harris obtained and will name FORTUNATA in 1978 (a year after Oscie made
these crosses). As in the previous years, there's a bombardment of his best yellow seedlings with his
best yellows, the classic look of line breeding. I will call this "yellow gumbo" rather than spell out all the
combinations he's deployed. They're detailed on my PDF transcription of this map. The new star of the
yellow show is seedling 1820, the future YARD MASTER, which will be celebrated in R.W. Munson's book
on Herocallis: The Daylily in 1989.

The outcross parents in pink and rose are MY BELLE and Frank Childs's SERENE MADONNA (1972) in a
Tet conversion, which will yield Oscie's future CYCLOID. Seedling 1830 is an interesting one, a pink from
LAHAINA X TET. HOPE DIAMOND.
In the red program, Viriginia Peck's reds figure heavily, particularly incrosses and back crosses involving
DOUGLAS DALE. There's a mystery plant called HRD which I don't believe is a named cultivar but an
abbreviation for what might be the same plant he called H-R in the previous two years. I imagine, with
no proof, this is "Harold's Red," a seedling from Oscie's friend, Harold Harris. The cross 1810 X 1825 is
"red gumbo" to my eyes, (Tet. BUDDHA x DOUGLAS DALE) X (DOUGLAS DALE x Tet. JAKARTA). You'll
recall that BUDDHA is a child of JAKARTA, so we've got double doses of JAKARTA and DOUGLAS DALE in
this cross. It's line breeding with a passion!

Reconciling Selects to Maps
"OK x FORT" in the selection list is the same as "Okubo white X SY" on the map. That white is seedling
1842, which he called "Okubo's seed" When Oscie used Harold Harris's Spalding cream yellow seedling
in 1977, he called it SY. When Harris named it FORTUNATA in 1978, Oscie used "FORT" on his select list.
Selection 2209 has an R prefix, meaning the color is red. There is no cross on the map involving 1221, a
yellow. I think he misread or miswrote and intended 1821, which is on the map and is red.
He wrote a description of 2206 on the back side of the select list, which decodes "Okubo white" and
"SY."
Pod parent "W2" is identified on the registration form of CYCLOID as Oscie's T-76-W-2, which must be
from a set of induced seeds that aren't on the list of selects. It was never numbered, except as W2.

The 2200 series yielded the following Whatley registrations:
2203

VICHY (1984) "LAV" X 1518
The AHS database says: Vichy (Whatley, 1984) height 20 in. (51 cm), bloom 4.5 in. (11 cm),
season M, Semi-Evergreen, Tetraploid. Light violet self with green throat.
Oscie’s registration form notes “clear violet coloring in the tets.” The pollen parent is given on
the form as a “converted Spalding seedling,” but that conversion is actually the grandparent.
Introduction by Meadowlake Gardens in 1985.

2206

UNDULATION (1984) 1842 "Okubo seedling" x FORTUNATA
The AHS database says: Undulation (Whatley, 1984) height 23 in. (58 cm), bloom 5.5 in. (14 cm),
season EM, Semi-Evergreen, Diploid. Cream and pink with green throat. (sdlg × H. fortunata)
Oscie’s registration form notes, “all segments very ruffled and flat round form. Excellent
opener. Long bloom period.” Indicates (mistakenly) that introduction is by Meadowlake
Gardens in 1984, but the form is dated late October, 1984, so introduction would have been
1985 or later.

2229

CYCLOID (1983) T-76-W-2 [induced seed] X Tet. SERENE MADONNA
The AHS database says: Cycloid (Whatley, 1983) height 28 in. (71 cm), bloom 6 in. (15 cm),
season M, Dormant, Tetraploid. Cream yellow self with green throat. (sdlg × Tet. Serene
Madonna)
Oscie’s registration form notes “lace on petal edge” and forecasts introduction by Meadowlake
Gardens in 1985.

Oscie saved slides of the following unregistered selections in the 2200 series:
2202 sib of UNDULATION

2207 from MY BELLE

2208 from MASADA

2214

2216

2222

Jim McKinney had run another ad in The Hemerocallis Journal that March and had made another crop
of seeds.

Jim McKinney died that year. Oscie absorbed his friend's legacy into the Whatley Garden thereafter.

